The surface wave T-matrix formulation which describes scattering from a discrete obstacle embedded in a stratified medium is extended to accommodate scattering from two or more obstacles. By exploiting the translation properties of the vector cylindrical wave functions and employing the definition of the surface wave T-matrix for a single obstacle it is possible to construct a composite T-matrix for a two-obstacle configuration in terms of the individual T-matrices. This procedure can be extended, recursively, to incorporate N obstacles. The scattered field contributions from each obstacle including the entire hierarchy of multiple scattering interactions are clearly identifiable in the resulting expression.
S U M M A R Y
The surface wave T-matrix formulation which describes scattering from a discrete obstacle embedded in a stratified medium is extended to accommodate scattering from two or more obstacles. By exploiting the translation properties of the vector cylindrical wave functions and employing the definition of the surface wave T-matrix for a single obstacle it is possible to construct a composite T-matrix for a two-obstacle configuration in terms of the individual T-matrices. This procedure can be extended, recursively, to incorporate N obstacles. The scattered field contributions from each obstacle including the entire hierarchy of multiple scattering interactions are clearly identifiable in the resulting expression.
The formulation is applied to several two-obstacle configurations over a range of ku to investigate the implications of multiple scattering interactions for regional phases such as Lg propagating in the Earth's crust and upper mantle. The results indicate that the significance of multiple scattering is dependent upon the size of the scatterers, their separation and orientation with respect to the incident wave.
Multiple scattering is less pronounced for small scatterers (ku s 1.0) and is most significant at separations under a wavelength. For obstacles of k u -1.0, pair interactions result in deviations from the zeroth-order field of less than 10 per cent in the forward scattered power. The effects of multiple scattering are limited to still smaller separations for point scatterers; however the nature of their multipole representations suggests that scattered Love waves may be generated more efficiently through pair interactions than Rayleigh waves in the low-frequency limit. Consideration of multiple scattering becomes essential as the size of the obstacle increases. Large obstacles (ku = 10.0) behave as lenses by focusing the majority of scattered energy along a narrow corridor about the forward direction. If two obstacles are aligned parallel to the direction of the incident wave the power in the first-order pair interaction is comparable to the total power scattered from a single obstacle for a wide range of separations.
INTRODUCTION
The structure of the Earth is dominated by a radial variation in physical properties on which a significant component of lateral heterogeneity is superimposed. Results from a variety of studies indicate that this departure from radial stratification is most pronounced in the crust and upper mantle and apparently exists at a wide range of scales (cf. Lay 1987) . In certain areas, notably regions which have experienced recent tectonism, the effects of lateral heterogeneity are evidenced by strong scattering of surface waves. This becomes increasingly pronounced at higher frequencies with regional phases such as Lg and Sn most markedly affected. The scattering of surface waves is manifest in a number of ways, for example through the variability of traveltimes and waveforms across arrays and broad geographic regions (Ruzaikan et al. 1977) , azimuth anomalies due to multipathing (Bungum & Capon 1974) , and in the generation of an often prolonged seismic coda (xie & Mitchell 1990) . Surface wave scattering results in a redistribution of energy both to later portions of the seismogram and across different members of the modal spectrum. Consequently the energy in seismograms at regional ranges is redistributed into a more diffuse signal than would be predicted by calculation for a stratified medium. The actual distinction between this apparent attenuation arising from scattering and intrinsic attenuation due to frictional losses is a primary concern in seismological studies which seek information concerning the physical structure of the Earth through the determination of attenuation parameters such as the quality factor Q.
Our interest in the present study is the theoretical description of high-frequency surface wave propagation in stratified media containing more than one scatterer. Previous work on the subject is somewhat limited, and has been dominated by two independent approaches, each valid for a specific class of heterogeneity. Coupled mode methods, introduced by Kennett (1984) , treat surface wave propagation in media exhibiting continuous variation in physical properties. The technique is strictly valid for 2-D media only; 3-D effects such as conversion between Love and Rayleigh waves are not easily accommodated. This restriction renders the method most useful for investigating the contribution of modal coupling within a given wavetype to the scattering process. For example, by examining stochastic models of the Earth's lateral heterogeneity Kennett (1990) has demonstrated that coupling can account for up to one third of the total attenuation generally observed in regional phase propagation. The second approach involves the application of first-order perturbation theory (i.e. the Born approximation) and has been used to examine more general 3-D scattering through representation theorems which employ a surface wave Green's function. Malin (1980) adopted this approach to model surface wave propagation using the normal modes for a stratified acoustic medium. Wang & Hermann (1988) extended Malin's treatment to elastic layered media, and examined a wide variety of scattering phenomena and their relationship to the character of the surface wave coda. Snieder (1986 Snieder ( , 1988b has developed a compact formalism for surface wave scattering again employing the Born approximation and the surface wave Green's function for a laterally homogeneous medium. This has proved an efficient means of investigating 3-D scattering from weak heterogeneity in a number of applications, for example, to invert for heterogeneity over western Europe. Brandenburg & Snieder (1989) have extended the approach to stochastic earth models to place constraints on attenuation due to scattering. As the authors note, however, their analysis can only be qualitative since the Born approximation violates energy conservation laws and the effects of multiple scattering within the zone of heterogeneity are neglected. Snieder (1988a) has provided valuable insight into the process of attenuation due to scattering by deriving an expression for the surface wave optical theorem which is exact for arbitrarily large heterogeneity contrasts in the far-field. Snieder exploited this information to relate the imaginary component of the forward scattering amplitude to Q in media where multiple scattering can be ignored.
It is apparent that much of the recent work concerning 3-D scattering of surface waves (versus the 2-D coupled mode treatments) in media composed of multiple scatterers has relied heavily on linearized scattering theory and has employed single scattering approximations [as is indeed the case in most body wave studies, cf. Wu & Aki (1988 )l. Recently, however, Bostock (1991 (henceforth referred to as Paper I) has introduced a theory of surface wave scattering from a discrete obstacle, employing a T-matrix formulation (cf. Waterman 1969), which is valid for scatterers exhibiting large contrasts in physical properties with their surroundings. The purpose of the present study is to extend the T-matrix development to many scatterers and so study the effects of multiple scattering on the total field.
SURFACE WAVE SCATTERING B Y TWO OBSTACLES

Problem formulation
We will begin our theoretical development of surface wave Scattering from multiple obstacles by examining the scattered field which arises when a wave is incident upon two scattering bodies. This configuration of two separated scatterers, although simple, illustrates the essence of the method and provides a logical framework from which to proceed to the more general case.
We adopt a formulation similar to that used in Paper I for the single scatterer problem and will characterize the scatterers in our treatment in the following manner (see Fig. 1 ). The bounding surface defining the exterior of each obstacle is smooth and extends from the free surface to some lowest layer. This surface may be artificial in the sense that over certain depth intervals there need not exist a contrast in physical properties with the surrounding stratified medium. Although, not strictly required by the theory, we will consider the scatterer interior to be stratified, that is to exhibit variation in the vertical direction alone. In addition it must be possible to define a vertical line extending from the free surface to infinite depth which is wholly confined within the obstacle. Furthermore we assume that the embedding medium and both scatterers share the same bottom layer which behaves as a perfect reflector. This last 'locked mode' restriction ensures (cf. Harvey 1981) that any wavefield within both the embedding medium and the scattering obstacles can be expressed entirely in terms of normal modes since body wave phases are built up through modal interference. Finally, the two scatterers may differ from one another in their shape and internal constitution but must remain completely distinct so that it is possible to define a circular cylinder enclosing a given obstacle which does not penetrate corresponding circular cylinders for neighbouring obstacles.
Surface wave basis functions
Previous authors (e.g. Peterson & Strom 1973 Bostrom 1980) in treating the multiple scattering problem for the acoustic, electromagnetic and general elastodynamic cases using similar matrix formulations chose to approach the problem by invoking Huygen's principle with appropriate expansions for the Green's function as a starting point. As in Paper I however, we adopt an alternate strategy involving the use of a complete basis function expansion which avoids some of the complications (e.g. triadic manipulations and analytic continuation) inherent in the Green's function approach while yielding essentially the same results. Since the embedding medium and scatterers are both characterized by laterally homogeneous stratification the basis functions in this expansion are separated in their dependence on horizontal and vertical coordinates. As already mentioned, the locked mode restriction allows us to give a complete representation of the vertical dependence of the seismic wavefield with an infinite set of normal modes characterized by their displacement eigenfunctions. The horizontal dependence can be described in a number of ways, and as shown in Pape; I, a vector cylindrical harmonic representation is convenient for scattering problems. If two linearly independent solutions are used in the construction of the harmonics (see below), we have a complete orthogonal expansion in both horizontal and vertical coordinates and can, in principle, represent exactly any wavefield in the given medium. The essential ingredients required to extend the single scatterer formulation to media comprising two or more obstacles are translation operators which allow us to express the vector harmonics for one coordinate frame in those of a different frame. The domain over which some of these operators are valid imposes certain restrictions on the geometry of the scattering obstacles but nonetheless permits the examination of a wide range of configurations.
In applying the T-matrix formulation to scattering from multiple obstacles, we will choose to arrange the basis functions into two sets as suggested in Paper I. Explicitly, we define an outgoing set (q'): as w,,(k,, w, z ) c ( r , 8)e-'"',
where the indices 1, m, n refer to wavetype, azimuthal order and modal order, respectively. The functions U,,, V,, and W, are the displacement eigenfunctions for the modes which describe the depth dependence and are readily determined for both Love (1 = 1) and Rayleigh (I = 2) waves in plane-stratified earth models. The cylindrical harmonics Rr, Sr, are defined as
and are constructed using the outgoing Hankel function HE)(k,r) in the definition of the horizontal wavefunction Y r :
where the Neumann factor E,,, is equal to 1Ah for m = O and 1 otherwise. We emphasize that this set of basis functions represents waves propagating outwards from r = 0, a fact which becomes obvious when we consider the asymptotic form of H E ) as r approaches infinity:
This type of behaviour is expected of surface waves scattered by obstacles in the embedding stratified medium. We choose therefore to represent the scattered field from a particular obstacle in terms of the basis functions from the set (I$): with respect to an origin of horizontal coordinates located within that obstacle. Note that the singularity due to the imaginary component of IT:) poses no problem to us in this instance since the scattered wave is only strictly defined outside the obstacle's bounding surface. The second set of basis functions, which we designate ( G ' ) : , is constructed by taking the regular part of (q'): (an operation we denote by a circumflex), or, equivalently, substituting J,,, for H:) in (3), that is This basis set is characterized by standing wave behaviour and is finite-valued at the horizontal coordinate origin (i.e. along the z-axis). Consequently, it is used to expand fields which we expect will be well behaved at a given coordinate origin.
Component wavefields
The problem configuration is shown in Fig. 1 which illustrates a horizontal plan view of the two scatterers in our embedding medium. The surfaces S, and S, are circular cylinders which enclose the two scatterers and in which we have located two coordinate origins 0, and 0,. A global reference frame is centred at 0 somewhere between the two obstacles and is associated again with a surface S which contains both scatterers. As in Paper I we will consider the total displacement field u1 within the stratified medium outside S as the sum of an unknown scattered field us and an incident field ui which is taken as known and defined to be that which would exist in the absence of any heterogeneity,
The total scattered field us can in turn be broken into two constituent wavefields usl and us2 associated with the individual fields scattered from either of the two obstacles u s = u s 1 + us,.
In addition, it is advantageous to introduce 'exciting' fields uel and ue2 which represent the total wavefield impinging upon either obstacle and which give rise to us' and u s ' :
Note that in a single scattering approximation the second term in both (8) and (9) is ignored as a contributing source to the individual scattered fields. Having defined the various component displacement fields of interest, we now wish to represent these quantities in terms of the basis function expansions in (1) and (5). The choice of appropriate basis set for a given component of the wavefield will depend on the nature of the field and where it is to be evaluated. Since the incident field u' is taken to originate outside the surface S encompassing both scatterers, it would, in the absence of any heterogeneity, be finite-valued throughout this volume. Hence it is appropriate to expand u' in terms of the regular basis set cU referred to the global coordinate origin 0. We indicate this explicitly by including the position vector c as an argument (see Fig. 1 )
I r n " a
Here, the basis function coefficients for the incident field are denoted by a U where we have chosen to abbreviate the triple summation over I, m , n by single summation over the composite index u (cf. Paper I) for the sake of brevity. In contrast, we expect that outside the surface S the total scattered field us will behave as an outward propagating wavefield; thus we expand us in terms of I#' referred 0,
U Now let US consider the displacement wavefields associated with the individual scatterers explicitly. The two scattered fields us', us' are naturally expanded in terms of outgoing basis functions this time referred to the origins 0, and O,, respectively.
Finally, the exciting fields exhibit regular behaviour in the vicinity of the bounding surface of their respective obstacles (e.g. S,
for uel) and hence can be written as
The motivation for introducing these two latter quantities now becomes clear; it was shown in Paper I that the coefficients of scattered wave series in the form of (12), (13) could be related to those of a given exciting field as in (14), (15) by an infinite set of linear equations which when expressed in algebraic form constitutes a surface wave T-matrix. We will make use of this property shortly, but turn first to an examination of the translation operators for the surface wave basis functions.
Translation operators
Reconsider for a moment, the basic objective of this section. We wish to derive a composite T-matrix relating the coefficients of the scattered field c" to those of the incident field a". Note that our expansions for the corresponding fields are both referred to the origin at 0 whereas, for example the individual scattered fields from either obstacle are referred to origins at 0, and 0,.
It is apparent then that to apply the T-matrix formalism we must be able to express basis functions at one coordinate origin to those of a different reference frame. To demonstrate this procedure we will examine the translation properties of the scalar wave functions e, YT since the corresponding properties for our vector basis functions follow almost trivially. Consider our two-obstacle geometry ( Fig. 1) (1953) . We note that the expression in (3) incorporates real-valued sinusoids. Thus to pose the relation above in terms of our ? : we must separate the complex exponentials in the above expression into sine and cosine quantities on either side of the quality and reduce the sum from --oo+ 00 to 0-w. After some manipulation we can write the result as (17) and (20) into the relations given by (2). Our task is made easy with the recognition that the differential operators in (2) are invariant and cannot depend on the choice of coordinate system. Thus the translation quantities Amp, BmP need only be modified to remain consistent with the conventions we have established thus far. Hence we shall write and
The requirement that (-dl + d,) > r, for the validity of (20) and (22) places some restrictions on the spatial relationship of the two obstacles. Since the relation in (22) will be required over the surface of the obstacle at S, a sufficient (though not necessary) condition for (-dl + d,) > r, to hold is that the two cylinders S1 and S2 circumscribing the obstacles do not overlap.
Note that we have temporarily expanded the compound index (T to emphasize that the summations exist over azimuthal order (p) only, hence the quantities (A')Tp, (B')rp are 'diagonal' with respect to wavetype and modal indices so that a translation of our basis functions is independent of mode and or wavetype and couples azimuthal orders alone. We note that the modified quantites (A')rp, (B'),"P will depend on mode and wavetype in so far as we must include the appropriate wavenumber in the calculation of each diagonal submatrix element. To maintain an uncluttered presentation for the remaining analysis we will in general refer to these quantities in terms of the compound indices e.g. A"", B"". Finally, it may prove convenient in numerical applications where we are interested the far-field properties of the scattered field to use approximate expressions for the translation operator A"". This procedure is detailed in Appendix A.
Dual scatterer T-matrix
Now consider the scatterer at O1. From our definitions in (S), (14) and using the relationships (21), (22) 
V
T
We can exploit the simplicity of matrix notation and write
so that
where a, b, and C, are column vectors; A, B are square matrices; and we have denoted transposition by T. Following a similar line of argument for b2 we must have
As stated previously, c1 is related to b, via the T-matrix for a scatterer at 0, which we denote T, or
Substituting these relations into (26), (27) yields where we have two matrix equations with the two scattering coefficient vectors c,, c2 as unknowns which can be solved such that, for c, we have
with a similar relation holding for c,. We wish to describe the total scattered field us with reference to the global coordinate origin 0 so we premultiply the expressions for the two individual scattering coefficient vectors c,, c, by the appropriate translation matrices -AT( -d,), -AT( -d2) and incorporate these quantities into equation (7) to yield
The quantity in curly brackets relates the total scattered and incident fields and is thus simply the T-matrix T(1,2) for the dual scatterer configuration. By recognizing that AT(-r) = A(r), BT(-r) = B(r) and reorganizing the inverse matrix factors slightly we express TC1,,) as
B(-dl+ dZ)T,]-'[l+ B(-d, + d,)TIA(-d,+ dZ)]A(-dZ)}. (34)
For the sake of convenience in subsequent analysis and to allow the structure of the equations to be seen more clearly, we will
This provides an expression for T(1,2) in the same form as that given for the analogous problem in electromagnetics (Peterson & Strom 1973 ), however we have avoided a more complicated derivation involving Green's function manipulations and have proceeded directly from the definition of the T-matrix for an individual obstacle. As mentioned by these authors this form of the dual scatterer T-matrix is advantageous in that it treats the effects of both scatterers in symmetric fashion, and we see that if the magnitude of heterogeneity characterizing one of the two obstacle becomes vanishingly small (i.e. the corresponding T-matrix tends to the zero matrix) then the expression in (34) reduces to the T-matrix for a single scatterer with a change of origin. Another point of interest is that we can investigate the physical significance of the various factors by expressing the inverse matrices in ( 
In this form it is clear that the first term in (34) represents all the scattering processes which originate from the scatterer at 0,. For instance terms of the form can be seen to represent (reading from left to right) that portion of the incident wave which impinges first on the scatterer at 01, undergoes two successive interactions with the scatterer at 0, and is finally rescattered back into the homogeneous medium from 0,. We also see then that the matrix factors B, are essentially phase factors which, although more complicated in form, play a role analogous to eikAx for plane waves.
SURFACE WAVE SCATTERING B Y N OBSTACLES
A deterministic description of surface wave scattering from an arbitrary number N obstacles can be approached in a number of ways. The first is naturally to repeat the procedures outlined in the previous section for N scatterers. This course will result in an expression for the scattering coefficient vector characterizing the ith scatterer [i.e. the analogue of (30) and ( 
The complication which we encounter here resides in the solution of (36) which represents a system of N matrix equations in N scattering coefficient vectors. The known matrix coefficients are non-commuting operators and (36) is thus best solved using iterative techniques which have been given elsewhere (Peterson & Strom 1973) and will not be repeated here. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting expression for the composite T-matrix, as in (33), explicitly identifies the contributions of each scatterer including the complete hierarchy of multiple scattering interactions.
In an alternative approach, we rely on the results from the previous section, where it was demonstrated that a composite T-matrix for two scattering bodies can be constructed in terms of their individual T-matrices in conjunction with a set of translation matrices reflecting the obstacles' spatial relationship. It is natural then to extend the dual scatterer result by considering as one of our scattering entities a configuration of two scatterers for which the composite T-matrix is already known, and applying the formulation outlined in Section 2 once more to accommodate a third obstacle. Using this approach we could express the T-matrix for a three-obstacle configuration as where we have chosen to refer T(l,z,3) to the same coordinate origin as T(1,2). We could however have equally well referred it to the origin at 0, or any other origin for that matter, either by appropriately modifying the expression in f38) or after calculation using the relation in (21). In this fashion it is possible, in principle, to construct the T-matrix for an arbitrary configuration recursively, starting with the two closest scatterers and successively adding scatterers or groups of scatterers using the basic form of (34), a formulation which is reminiscent of recursion schemes for calculating the transmission-reflection response for a stack of plane, elastic layers. Thus we could represent an N-obstacle T-matrix T(l,,,,,N) as
or equivalently as
Herein lies the principal advantage of the recursive scheme over the method mentioned earlier; by constructing an N-obstacle composite T-matrix out of other T-matrix components we are allowed greater flexibility from a practical point of view in the variety of configurations that can be examined. Note that in principle then, we can calculate the T-matrix for an N-obstacle configuration at a number of frequencies and construct the complete time domain response to a given incident wave via a Fourier-Hankel synthesis. Before proceeding to the numerical implementation of the theory presented in these last two sections and the practical problems involved, a second glance at the form of equations (36) and (37) where us and ui are the total scattered field and incident fields respectively, E is a perturbation parameter and S' is a general scattering operator associated with the ith scatterer.
Comparison with (42) shows explicitly that the scattering operator S' must incorporate the effects of propagation of multiply scattered fields between obstacles.
N U M E R I C A L M O D E L S
The theory presented in earlier sections is suited to modelling the propagation of surface waves in environments characterized by a dominantly horizontal stratification and containing discrete scattering obstacles. In the earth this is representative of short-period waves ( 5 1 s) propagating over regional distances (0-1000 km) for which the effects of the Earth's sphericity are negligible. The character of crustal and upper mantle heterogeneity and the dominant frequencies of regional phases are such that the effects of scattering are frequently more pronounced than for waves at longer periods and may become very complex in some regions. A deterministic treatment of surface wave scattering from multiple scatterers as formulated in the first part of this study cannot however provide us with a comprehensive description of the wavefield propagating through a medium such as the Earth containing scatterers of variable character and distribution. The limitation is not one of theoretical derivation but rather stems from the numerical aspects of the problem. The method becomes computationally cumbersome when we consider configurations involving more than a few scatterers especially if they are spread over large areas relative to the dominant wavelengths. Hence our objective here is not to model scattering within the Earth's crust and upper mantle directly. Rather, we will exploit the T-matrix formulation to investigate several assumptions on which many previous studies on this subject are based by examining a few simple multiple scatterer configurations. There are two principal advantages to our approach in this regard: (i) in contrast to single scattering theory, the analysis is not restricted to small scatterers exhibiting mild heterogeneity; and (ii) the effects of scattering are accurately described in both the near-and far-fields.
This last point is important for it allows us to examine the contributions of first-and higher order scattering interactions between multiple scatterers to the behaviour of the total scattered field at a full range of scatterer separations. We can safely surmise that if multiple scattering interactions have a significant effect on the total scattered field from two obstacles at a given separation, then any analysis of surface wave propagation in a heterogeneous earth where the mean distance between scatterers is of similar order must also address this influence. This is particularly relevant in the study of attenuation due to scattering, an area where single scattering has typically been assumed and higher order scattering interactions neglected. Consequently we focus our analysis on the total scattered field from two obstacles as a function of their separation and size, and pay particular attention to the higher order scattering.
The T-matrix for a given obstacle configuration provides a complete description of the scattering behaviour at a particular frequency and is independent of the form of the incident wave. As a result there exists a wide selection of parameters which might be used to characterize the scattered wavefield. This is especially true in the case of surface waves where the scattering process involves conversion among a large number of modes of two different wavetypes. However, rather than present a comprehensive selection of results for a variety of parameters we will limit ourselves to one or two specific measures of scattering for a particular class of interaction. We will consider a single mode plane wave incident on a two obstacle configuration at angle B to the x-axis which joins the two obstacle centres. In addition we will confine our attention to the far-field power (normalized with respect to the square of the scatterer radius) in the unconverted mode scattered into a 60" window about the angle p. This is commonly considered to be that portion of the scattered power which contributes directly to surface wave attenuation due to scattering (see Brandenburg & Snieder 1989; Frankel & Clayton 1986) . Although it will not be used to investigate attenuation directly, this parameter is a convenient measure of the scattered field and does provides some indication of how pair interactions might contribute to forward scattering in more general scattering situations. We will employ an idealized model of the crust and upper mantle as used in paper I to examine surface wave propagation at a frequency of 1 Hz. The model heterogeneity comprises two-layer, low-velocity plugs embedded within an otherwise laterally homogeneous three-layered earth. Velocities are constant in each of the layers in both the plugs and the surroundings but increase with layer depth. The velocity contrast across the external boundaries of the scatterers decreases from 7 to 5 per cent over the first and second layers respectively, and is meant to represent a maximum typical magnitude of heterogeneity in the Earth's crust. For this study we will consider scatterers (i) with circular cross-sections only as this simplifies some of the analysis and computation and (ii) with identical material properties as functions of depth. Neither of these two restrictions is of great importance to the points we wish to address. We have employed the first 12 Love and Rayleigh modes in our computations, an ensemble which should permit a reasonable description of the scattering process in all but the highest order modes (Kennett 1984) . The number of azimuthal orders m required depends upon the horizontal extent of the scatterers. Thus computations will involve matrices of dimension N = 24 X (2m + 1) and storage considerations limit our analysis to the examination of obstalces of k a s 1 0 . This range is quantified through the parameter ka where k is the wavenumber of the surface wave and a is a measure of the average radius of the scatterer.
The specific model parameters are provided in Table 1 and for more detailed information on, for example, the characteristics of the eigenfunctions the reader is advised to consult paper I. Results will be presented for the fundamental Love and second Rayleigh modes (hereafter L1 and R2) since these are the first modes which contribute significantly to the Lg phase and unless otherwise stated their behaviour is representative of Love and Rayleigh modes in general (note that the energy in the fundamental Rayleigh mode R1 at frequencies as high as 1.0Hz is confined primarily to surficial sedimentary layers). fig.  13 .11), the scattered fields from one or two obstacles at these two limits of interaction are qualitatively quite similar in some regards. This similarity is exemplified in the form of their radiation patterns (see Fig. 2 ) which describe the dependence of the far-field amplitude of a scattered mode as a function of azimuth for a given incident plane wave. These indicate that the same azimuthal orders m dominate for scattering obstacles throughout the range 0 < ka 5 1.0. Before proceeding to the scattered field from two-obstacle configurations, it is worthwhile digressing for a moment to review the nature of the scattered field from one obstacle at the low-frequency limit of this range of interaction.
In paper I and Snieder (1986) it is remarked that the far-field radiation patterns from a point scatter for various classes of wavetype conversion are quite distinctive. Love to Rayleigh, or L+ R, and R . + L conversions consist primarily of sin 8 and sin 28 contributions while L-, L and R -+ R interactions exhibit DC, cos 8, and cos 2 8 components where 8 is the angle of observation relative to the direction of propagation of the incident plane wave mode. The association of sine and cosine character with converted and unconverted wavetype interactions respectively, follows in our case from the azimuthal dependence of the surface wave basis functions and the circular symmetry of the scatterer (note that some effect of scatterer geometry is preserved at low-frequency interactions; thus for example the scattered field from a very small elliptical scatterer will differ slightly from a circular one). However it is also evident for the models presented in both paper I and Snieder (1986) that the L-+ L radiation patterns tend to have little energy concentrated in the DC component (m = 0) and, in general, there is considerably more energy in the rn = 2 component than those for R -, R interactions. The reason for this can also be identified in the structure of the surface wave basis functions but now in the radial dependence for small argument ka. It can be shown that the behaviour of point scatterers is largely dictated by the real part of the matrix Q which we write as 6 and the elements of which are defined as (cf. paper I)
Here t(6") is, for example, the traction of the regular surface wave basis functions for the interior of the scatterer over the surface of the scatterer S*. The T-matrix T for a given obstacle is then defined as Here the superscripts i, e indicate that the associated quantities are referred to the scatterer and the embedding medium, respectively, and the relations hold for any two modes 0, n. For our simple earth model the relative importance of each of the integrals in (45) to (49) is such that (49) exceeds (48), and (49, (46) exceed (47). Indeed it appears that for a majority of typical earth models the behaviour of the depth integrals in (45) to (49) is qualitatively similar. This can be traced to variational results and will hold in general when the relative perturbations in the shear modulus and density which define the scatterer are approximately equivalent as functions of depth. A consequence of this result is that the surface wave T-matrix for point scatterers preferentially scatters Love waves into rn = 2 and Rayleigh waves into rn = 0, 1. This behaviour appears to persist up 
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, , to ka = 1.0, beyond which the low-order basis functions certainly cease to behave as powers in ka and higher azimuthal orders become increasingly important in the wavefield expansions.
We turn now to examine the scattered field from two-obstacle configurations where each obstacle of radius a is characterized by ka = 1.0. Consider first the zeroth-order field, that is the scattered field without multiple interactions taken into account, for modes L1 and R2. The character of the scattered field in general and the forward scattered power in particular, for these two selections, is representative of that for all Love and Rayleigh modes. Further we find that it is primarily the absolute magnitude of the zeroth-order scattered power that changes as we look to smaller obstacles at separations of more than a wavelength. In Fig. 3 we consider the variations in the integrated forward scattered power over a window of width 60" as a function of the separation of the two scatterers for three different angles of incidence B: O", 45", and 90". For all three angles of incidence we find that the envelope of the scattered power decays to a limiting value equivalent to twice the corresponding quantity for a single obstacle. The variation with obstacle separation depends quite noticeably upon the direction of the incident wave and exhibits of oscillations of increasing frequency as the angle of incidence B increases from 0" to 90". The actual differences between Love and Rayleigh waves for a given / 3 are less obvious but still significant. These observations and the general behaviour of the scattered field in the far-field are best understood by employing the asymptotic form of the outgoing surface wave basis functions v* in terms of complex exponentials [cf. (4) and Appendix A]. It can be shown then that the azimuthal dependence of the scattered amplitude takes the form
Here 8 is the angle of observation relative to the x-axis and Fi(f3) is the unconverted far-field radiation pattern for a particular wavetype I and mode n. The differences between the Love and Rayleigh wave behaviour in Fig. 2 are then attributable to the differences in widths of their forward radiation lobes while the dependence on angle of incidence B and separation is clearly dictated by the factor cos [k,d(cos /3 -cos O)] and the fact that we are integrating the scattered energy over a window of finite width. The results for a point scatterer are qualitatively very similar and differ essentially only in absolute magnitude.
Contrasts in the qualitative characteristics of the scattered field for obstacles of ka <0.1 and ka = 1.0 become more evident when the obstacle separation decreases to under a wavelength, and the effects of multiple scattering interactions are incorporated into the analysis. Consider, for example, an incident, plane mode carrying unit energy across a plane of unit width and infinite depth: the total scattered energy from an object of ka = 1.0 is down by a factor of lop3 whereas that from an object of ka -0.1 is down by (note that our scatterers share a common depth dependence, thus the volume of the obstacle varies as a' and the scattered power from the two sizes of obstacle cannot be ascribed to a simple relation with volume). We expect then that the separations at which multiple interactions become important will be considerably larger for the larger obstacles. This is indeed the case although deviations from the zeroth-order field are not dramatic. In Fig. 4 we plot the forward scattered energy from two obstacles of ka = 1.0 again for modes L1 and R 2 at obstacle separations between 0.3 and 2.0 wavelengths for the modes involved, both with and withbut multiple interactions taken into account. The effect of multiple scattering is seen as a very low-amplitude, low-frequency oscillation superimposed on the main lobe of the zeroth-order field.
At separations greater than one wavelength (or eight radii) the multiple scattering contributes to less than 1 per cent of the forward scattered power and the effects are most noticeable within five radii. In this range we find that for the Love wave the difference between the full treatment and zeroth-order power is on the order of 5 per cent whereas for the fundamental Rayleigh mode the deviation is less, approximately 1 per cent. This behaviour does not vary appreciably with the angle of incidence B.
The difference in the magnitude of the multiple scattering contributions to the scattered power for Love and Rayleigh waves noted above exists for all modes and deserves comment. It arises as a result of the difference in the distribution of Love and Rayleigh scattered energies across modal orders m for small scatterers as discussed earlier. The singularities associated with the multipole expansion of our scattered fields (in terms of the outgoing surface wave basis functions) are proportional to order m. A consequence of this is that a scattered Love wave exhibits a 'more' singular behaviour in the 'very' near-field from small scatterers than scattered Rayleigh waves. As the scatterers approach each other to the point of near-touching (the theoretical limit of our T-matrix formulation) this effect naturally becomes increasingly significant. With smaller scatterers the effect of the singularities is more pronounced since the scatterers can intrude farther into each other's singular regimes before touching. For very small scatterers at close separations the limited number of modes which can be managed in a practical implementation is insufficient to provide an adequately complete description of the wavefield. As a result the behaviour predicted by the truncated T-matrices for point scatterers (ka 5 0.1) will not be quantitatively reliable (see Appendix B for a detailed explanation). Nonetheless this fundamental difference in the nature of the two scattered wavetypes does suggest a possible mechanism by which Love waves might grow preferentially with respect to Rayleigh waves in a medium consisting of dense distributions of point scatterers not necessarily exhibiting large velocity contrasts. We will return to his point later.
It is difficult to draw any simple conclusions regarding the efficiency of Love versus Rayleigh wave multiple scattering interactions for two small obstacles as function of the angle of the incident wave / 3. The reason for this is that multiple scattering is significant only in the near-field (1.0 < kr < 3.0 for obstacles of ka = 1.0). In this regime the Love and Rayleigh horizontal displacement are no longer confined to the azimuthal and radial coordinates, respectively, nor can the radial dependence of each basis function be approximated by a common complex exponential. Hence the radiation pattern (and the location of possible nodes) varies with distance from the scatterer. In addition the near-field components which decay as l / r contribute a sin m0 dependence (versus the cos m0 dependencies of the remaining components which survive into the far-field) to the radiation pattern for unconverted modes for an incident wave with /3 = 0". The result is that the near-field and far-field radiation patterns may differ substantially. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the near-field radiation patterns for modes L1 and R2 from a single obstacle of ka = 1.0 at a distance equivalent to kr = 1.6 and illustrates an appreciable contrast with the far-field radiation patterns in Fig. 2 . 
Scatterers (ku = 10.0)
We proceed now to examine the scattered field as the size of the obstacles increase to the level ku = 10.0. The field has, from our point of view, become more complicated because of the inclusion of a large number of angular orders m required for an adequate description of the wavefield. This is apparent in the farfield radiation patterns for a single obstacle which we display for L1 and R2 in Fig. 6 . Note the proportion of energy scattered into the forward direction is considerably larger than for the class of obstacle considered in the previous section. For a plane wave at angle = 0" incident on a scatterer with circular horizontal section this results from a large number of cos mB terms in our expansion whch in summation interfere destructively everywhere outside a narrow lobe centred on the forward direction 8 = 0". We expect this will lead to contrasts in the character of the scattered fields of two-obstacle configurations between ku = 10.0 and ku = 1.0.
The horizontal extent of the ku = 10.0 obstacles limit a physically realistic analysis of the scattered field to separations greater than three or four wavelengths for the modes involved since the two obstacles will interpenetrate inside this range. First consider the power in the zeroth-order scattered field as a function of separation as shown in Fig. 7 . Any qualitative differences with the zeroth-order scattered field from two obstacles of ku 5 1.0 (Fig. 3) arises from the radiation patterns F!,(B) since the dependence on separation distance d is the same in the two cases. For f? = 4Y, 90" the forward scattered power exhibits very little variation about the mean (again equivalent to twice that in the scattered field from one obstacle) even at very small separations (<lo wavelengths). The forward radiation lobes are sufficiently narrow that within our relatively broad band of integration (60") there is only a very limited range over which the two lobes overlap and reinforce. The variation in the forward scattered power as a function of separation becomes more pronounced as fl approaches 0" since the lobe axes start to coincide along the forward scattering direction.
The total scattered power from an obstacle of k a z 1 0 . 0 exceeds that from an obstacle of ku==l.O by three orders of magnitude although the total volume of the scatterer is increased by a factor of 100. Consequently, the effects of multiple scattering will be more pronounced and obvious to greater separations. The zeroth-order field will not therefore provide as accurate a description of the total scattered field as was the case for smaller obstacles. The forward scattered power for incident modes L1 and R2 at / ! ? = 45" and separations between three and 10 wavelengths is shown in Fig. 8 . Again the multiple scattering interactions interfere constructively and destructively with the zeroth-order field but it is apparent that the effects are becoming negligible beyond separations of seven or eight wavelengths. At smaller separations the total and zeroth-order fields still differ by rather less than 10 per cent. The near-field radiation patterns for a single obstacle (shown in Fig, 9 for kr = 16.0) are qualitatively similar to those in the far-field (Fig. 6 ) in so far as the majority of scattered energy remains confined to a relatively narrow lobe. This suggests that forward scattering from two obstacles at all separations is likely to be most efficient at fl= 0" and this is indeed observed.
In order to graph the power in both the total and zeroth-order scattered fields over the range of separations for which multiple scattering is important at / ! ? = 0" we need to calculate a large number of T-matrices. A computationally economical alternative which allows us to assess the effect of multiple scattering is to construct the first-order field from one obstacle. That is we consider forward power in that component of the scattered field which results from an initial interaction of the incident wave (/I = Oo) with an obstacle at O,, propagation to the second at O,, and then rescattering from the second into the embedding medium (see Fig. 1 ). This component of the scattered field will in fact dominate the multiple interactions since all other multiple scattering involves backscattering from the second obstacle and will presumably, on the basis of radiation patterns, be much reduced in amplitude. Fig. 10 shows the forward scattered power in this first-order scattered field for a large range of separations. We recall that the total forward scattered power from two obstacles at any orientation of the incident plane wave will tend to twice the forward scattered power from a single obstacle as the separation distance increases without bound.
The forward scattered power from a single obstacle of ka = 1.0 for modes L1 and R2 is on the urder of eight to 10 times the incident wave intensity, that is the power across a plane of unit width and infinite depth perpendicular to the direction of propagation. This indicates that the power in the first-order multiple scattered field is comparable to or exceeds that in the zeroth-order field over a large range of separations. If we reconsider the radiation pattern in Figs 6 and 9 it is apparent that a large circular scatterer behaves much as a lens which focuses all scattered energy into a narrow beam centred about the direction of the incident wave vector. This is in fact true of large scatterers of relatively arbitrary shape and is a manifestation of the Mie scattering effect (Born & Wolf 1959) . Thus for two obstacles aligned parallel to the direction of the incident wave the first-order multiple field will appear locally to dominate the incident field and will result in a total scattered field which deviates significantly from the zeroth-order approximation. 
DISCUSSION
In this paper we have demonstrated that the surface wave T-matrix formulation presented in paper I can be extended to accommodate the effects of scattering from two or more obstacles. The resulting multiple obstacle T-matrix can be expressed in a form whereby the scattering contributions from each obstacle including multiple scattering are clearly identifiable. In principle the multiple scattering formulation places no restriction on the dimension or magnitude of the heterogeneity contrasts however a deterministic treatment of scattering from many scatterers spread over a large area rapidly becomes computationally intractable. The practical problem arises in attempting to represent the complicated behaviour of the scattered field from a distribution of scatterers in terms of a finite expansion in multipoles at a single origin. In order to exploit our deterministic formulation as it stands we have elected to investigate the significance of multiple scattering interactions in the Earth by considering simply the scattering from two identical obstacles embedded within a stratified medium. The physical parameters have been tailored to describe wave propagation at 1.0 Hz in an idealized version of the crust and upper mantle so as to model the scattering of regional phases such as Lg. The scattering obstacles are defined such that they represent a maximum typical heterogeneity contrast which might occur over broad areas of the Earth's crust.
For small scatterers in the range of interaction ka I 1.0 it appears that multiple scattering becomes important only at separations less than one wavelength. Contributions from multiple scattering to the scattered field from two obstacles at the upper limit of this range may be on the order of a few per cent. The range of separations at which multiple scattering interaction between two point scatterers (ka < 0.1) must be considered is less still, generally on the order of one tenth of a wavelength for ka = 0.1. Quantitative estimates of the significance of multiple scattering at this extreme are hindered by inaccuracies arising from assumptions regarding the wavefield representation in our numerical implementation (see Appendix B). However the structure of the surface wave basis functions and the nature of the crust and upper mantle suggest that there may exist fundamental differences in the behaviour of scattered Love and Rayleigh waves in regions where crustal heterogeneity can be modelled by dense distributions of point scatterers. These differences are associated with the representation of the scattered Love and Rayleigh displacement wavefields in terms of their multipole expansions. Love wave energy is preferentially scattered into order m = 2 whereas the majority of Rayleigh energy resides in orders rn = 0, 1. The notion that Love varies from point scatterers are represented by a higher order, dominant multipole suggests a mechanism whereby the scattered wavefield preferentially evolves a Lpve wave character. In some regions, modelling the crust as a stratified medium containing closely spaced point scatterers ( k a < 0.1) may not be unrealistic, and does not necessarily require that the heterogeneity occupy a large percentage of the total crustal volume (as for closely spaced scatterers of ka 2 1.0). It is interesting to note in this regard that Lg observed at long ranges (900 km) from explosions is known for certain paths to exhibit similar energies on all three components (transverse, radial and vertical) even though the energy imparted at the source is exclusively of Rayleigh type (Blandford 1981) . Having said this it should also be remarked that any mechanism, regardless of efficiency, which results in a R -+ L energy transfer might be expected to have this effect given a sufficient distance over which to act. This energy transfer would continue until such point as it was balanced by a mechanism for the reverse ( L -R ) process.
The importance of multiple scattering will increase with the dimension of the scatterers from ka = 1.0. Indeed pair interactions will likely have a very important influence on the scattered field in regions where the dominant correlation distance of the heterogeneity is such that ka 5 10.0 owing to the highly directional character of the radiation pattern and the proportionately greater energies extracted from the incident wave. The predominance of forward scattering from such obstacles can contribute to multiple scattering which is locally comparable in strength to the zeroth-order scattered field approximation. In addition, it implies that the observation of multiple scattering effects will depend primarily on scatterers lying within a narrow corridor about an axis joining source and receiver.
APPENDIX A Numerical implementation of the translation operator
In our treatment of surface wave scattering from two obstacles we found it convenient to consider three coordinate reference frames, two of these had origins located within the obstacles while a third served as a global reference for the composite T-matrix. It was necessary to employ standing wave translation operators (expressed as A-matrices) t o translate the incident wave from the global origin to the origin of either scatterer, and then again t o translate the scattered waves associated with each obstacle back t o the common global origin. The A-matrix is strictly speaking an infinite quantity (in azimuthal order) and in any numerical implementation must be truncated at some finite maximum dimension M. This can create problems since the elements of the A-and T-matrices interact in such a way that the required M is a function of both the separation distance d and the maximum radius of both obstacles. A n alternative approach outlined by Peterson & Strom (1973) is t o recognize the A-matrix as simply an expression of a more general translation operator. We can take advantage of this fact when we consider our incident displacement field to be a plane wave. To illustrate the simplification that arises we consider a scalar plane wave which in terms of a set of scalar cylindrical wave functions may be written as exp (ik -r) = 2 a"?"'(kr), n where and / 3 is the angle of the wave vector with respect to the x-axis. Here r is the position vector of a point P relative to the global origin 0 and we will take r, to be in a position vector of P relative t o an origin at 0,. As before 0 and 0, are separated by the vector d , such that r = d, + r,. Using the scalar A-matrix of (18) Alternatively we may write
Because of the orthogonality of the wavefunctions ?p(kr,) we must have aP?(kr,).
where we have reduced the operation to a single scalar multiplication which is exact while the truncated summation is not.
diagonal matrix D(d,) whose non-zero elements are defined as
We can use the result for scalar wavefunctions and write the translation operator for the incident plane surface wave as a
where kf, is the wavenumber for the appropriate surface wave partition. This approach is computationally far more efficient than use of the more general implementation of the translation operator through A"'(d,) (cf. equation 21). However because the translation must be incorporated within expression in (34), the resultant T-matrix is now specific to the incident wave and no longer dependent solely upon the physical characteristics of the scattering obstacle. The translation of the scattered fields to the global coordinate frame from origins within the respective obstacles can be approached in a similar manner. In this case we exploit the asymptotic behaviour of the scattered wavefield in the far-field regime. Again consider a scalar problem where we can approximate an outgoing wave in the far-field relative to origin 0, as (cf. equation 4) where n, is a unit vector pointing outwards from the origin 0, and Gm(B) describes the azimuthal dependence. Using the same approach as above it is easily shown that in the far field translation to the global coordinate origin 0 may be written as
where the action of translation is represented by the factor exp (-ikn, . d,) and the quantity under summation incorporates the asymptotic form of the outgoing wavefunctions Y"(kr) in the far-field for an origin at 0.
APPENDIX B
Basis function completeness and numerical considerations
The T-matrix formulation in principle provides an exact description of the scattered field from one or more obstacles for any incident harmonic wave. The validity of this formulation is however based on the assumption that we have basis sets which are complete in the sense that the physical fields which exist in both the embedding medium and heterogeneity are properly represented by a linear combination of the respective basis functions. Thus, for example, we must exercise caution in applying our surface wave T-matrix formulation to objects exhibiting highly curved or sinuous boundaries since the representation of the scattered field solely in terms of outgoing waves may prove to be inadequate. In any numerical implementation we are faced with the practical problem of truncation and hence that, in general, we cannot obtain 'complete' sets of basis functions. Our objective then is to select basis sets which accurately describe the physical fields in as few terms as possible and moreover that the degree of accuracy is comparable for the internal, incident and scattered fields at the particular level of truncation. In the case of surface waves we must assemble basis functions which efficiently represent both the horizontal and vertical dependencies of the wavefield. The vertical dependence is naturally described in terms of the surface wave eigenfunctions and the form which they take depends on how we wish to model the earth (see Malischewsky 1987). One possibility is to adopt a locked mode approximation (Harvey 1981) and consider the crust and upper mantle as a strictly conservative waveguide by introducing a perfect reflector at some great depth. In this case we can describe the entire wavefield with an infinite set of surface wave modes. Body wave contributions are then represented through the constructive interference of higher order modes.
In our numerical study we have chosen to model the crust and upper mantle perhaps more realistically with the lowest layer as a homogeneous half-space. For a complete representation of the wavefield we would have to incorporate both the finite set of normal modes represented as poles in the wavenumber domain and the continuous wavenumber spectrum which accounts for body wave propagation. Although the scattered field from a plane surface wave mode incident upon a single discrete obstacle will undoubtedly contain some body wave component, it is reasonable, for the models adopted here, to assume that the matching of boundary conditions (performed indirectly through the T-matrix formulation) can be accomplished primarily through modal contributions and that errors associated with body waves will be small. Indeed for many purposes we are not particularly concerned with this energy as our interests lie in the far-field. We recall that the continuous spectrum for a given frequency encompasses wavenumbers all of which are smaller in magnitude than the highest order or cut-off mode. Hence we can think of the continuous spectrum as energy radiated into the half-space at subcritical angles or equivalently along steeply inclined rays. Over a given distance each body wave ray will undergo a comparatively large number reflections from the bottommost interface with each bounce resulting in a considerable loss of energy. Hence at even moderate distances from a scatterer we expect any minor body wave component to have all but disappeared.
One situation however where it is likely that the omission of body wave contributions may be significant arises when considering the scattered field from two point scatterers. Multiple scattering interactions become important at separations equivalent to fractions of a wavelength, for example 0.05 wavelengths for two obstacles of radius ka = 0.1 and waves at 1.0 Hz.
At these distances scattered body waves propagating steeply can be rescattered by the second obstacle without having lost energy through radiation into the half-space. One might argue that body wave contributions should still be overshadowed by scattered surface waves, however the numerical problem lies in the proximity of the two multipole expansions representing the scattered fields. We thereby face the prospect of having small errors in the energy distribution across the modal spectrum (which result from the omission of body waves in our truncated T-matrix) amplified through the representation of fields exhibiting near-singular behaviour in terms of the regular basis functions for a different reference frame.
To illustrate in more detail how this can occur we note that each point scatterer lies within the distance range at which the scattered field of the other obstacle, represented as an expansion in multipoles [i.e. through the Hankel functions in (l)], exhibits a singular behaviour. The magnitude of the singularity increases with azimuthal order m. For surface wave displacements this singularity is of the order l / ( k r ) for m = 0, l/(kr)' for m = 1, l/(kr)3 for m = 2. Thus the field is changing very rapidly over small distances especially for the m = 2 multipole field. As a result the expansion of the primary scattered field (i.e. the field due only to the interaction with the primary incident field) from one obstacle in terms of the regular surface wave basis functions at the origin of the second obstacle involves coefficients which increase very rapidly with azimuthal order p (where p indicates azimuthal orders referred to the expansion about the second origin). In addition a particular coefficient p for a rn = 2 field, for example, is proportionately greater than that for a m = 1 field at very close separations. The number of p terms we need to consider in the expansion depends on the distance from the second obstacle's origin at which the field is to be evaluated and this enters implicitly through the construction of the T-matrix elements for that obstacle. As a result the increase in magnitude of the B-matrix elements [the quantity which describes propagation between obstacles, cf. equation (22)] for m, P > 2 is compensated for by a greater rate of decrease in the corresponding elements of the T-matrix hence these orders are not required in the wavefield description. However the surface wave T-matrix elements also incorporate the effects of a truncated (and hence incomplete) set of functions describing the depth dependence. This may upset the delicate compensation described above especially for scattered Love waves as they are amplified considerably over Rayleigh waves as a result of the association of a higher order (m = 2 versus m = 0, 1) dominant multipole representation.
